
Team 6: Microbit - Assignment 2 

Summary of System: 

The primary purpose of the Micro:bit USB Grapher application is to develop a 
stand-alone website that will be used to collect information from one or more microbits 
and graph time-series data and events. The application will allow users to graph a wider 
range of data than Makecode enables. Additionally, it will allow the user to interact with 
the data in ways that are not supported by Makecode such as finding features of 
interest. The deliverables for this project include the implementation of the web 
application and the construction of instruction manuals and documentation. 

Description of Stakeholders: 

Bill Sievers: As the owner of Microbit, Bill needs a way to display data, that was 
collected on the website, in order to show himself and educators how the website and 
its content is being used. 

K-12 Educators: The K-12 Educators need an online source that they can strengthen 
their lesson plan and skills with. Dealing with the website in a primary sense, they will 
be using it, along with encouraging their students to also work on it.  

K-12 Students: These students will be engaged in the website in a way that would 
introduce them to the field of computer science, while making the experience engaging.  

User Personas(2 Primary, 2 Secondary): 

Primary: 

● K-12 Educator 

○ Fictional Name: Jan Smith 

○ Age | Gender: 35 | Female 

○ Location: Texas 

○ Work Life: Jan is a senior level computer 
science educator from Texas that is 
looking for new online tools for her 
student. She has been in her current 
position for five years and is looking to 
change up her curriculum.  



○ Social Life: Educated and likes to play the saxophone in her free time. 

● K-12 Student 

○ Fictional Name: Victor Wright 

○ Age | Gender: 18 | Male 

○ Location: Texas 

○ Work Life: Victor is a senior at Texas 
High School and is getting ready to go to 
attend college for computer science and 
is interested in the website for strictly review purposes. 

○ Social Life: Victor is the captain of the soccer team and because of this, 
he hasn’t had time to do much coding as of late. 

Secondary: 

● IT Personnel  

○ Fictional Name: Laura 
Johnson 

○ Age | Gender: 24 | Female 

○ Location: Texas 

○ Work Life: Laura works for 
Microbit in IT. On a daily 
basis, she deals with the 
questions and concerns of 
teachers and students that use Microbit and its different functions. 
Because of her job, Laura has to be close to an expert on the entire 
Microbit platform. 

○ Social Life: Laura is a graduate of Texas Tech and she is a ameture 
photographer on the side. 

 

 

 



● Investor 

○ Fictional Name: Jack Jackson 

○ Age | Gender: 58 | Male 

○ Location: Utah 

○ Work Life: Jack works for Utah’s leading 
mutual fund. He interacts with Microbit to 
see what changes are being made and how 
it looks overall, but that is pretty much all as he does not use the platform 
to actually learn more about computer science. 

○ Social Life: Jack is a father of three and has his MBA from UCLA. 

Description of Use Environment: 

The most common user environment will be a classroom in which students are learning 
about software and how to perform different tasks in the computer science field. The 
teachers will interact with it in the sense of helping their students and building their 
lesson plans. The graphing tool will be used to show the website data that will be mainly 
used for educational purposes. 

2 Scenarios Describing Nominal Use: 

● Jan 

A week before her class on Wednesday, Jan wants to have her students use the 
new graphing feature on the Microbit app. To do this, she has to use the platform 
in order to appropriately teach her students how to use it. She performs the 
tasks, takes screenshots, and saves her results. Because of her teaching style, 
she also goes through the app and purposely messes up to show her students 
what could possibly go wrong with the students’ experience. 

● Victor 

Victor gets to class and his teacher tells him they will be using Microbit today. 
The goal, he is told, is to graph points over time, and the students may choose 
what they would like to plot. Victor decides he will plot the number of students in 
the hallways, over the course of a half hour. He creates a graph, labels it with a 
title and X and Y axis- “Students in Hallway”, “Number of Students”, “Time”. He 
then goes to the hall and records his data. After recording the data he 



manipulates the graph to view the entire line graph at once, and when he is 
happy with the way it looks, he exports the file.  

 

Simplified Hierarchical Task Analysis: 

● Major Goal 
○ Subtasks 

■ Actions 

 

● Improve GUI for Micro:bit graphing (Control View) 
○ Update graphing interface/packages 

■ Evaluate and agree on new model 
■ Implement in javascript 

○ Add sidebar/control buttons 
■ Design/refine layout 
■ Implement in javascript 
■ Evaluate/Improve 

● Improve data recording capabilities of Micro:bit (Graph View) 
○ Streaming data over long periods of time 

■  Format updated graphing interface for long term recording 
■ Test/Evaluate the interface choice 

○ Pan/Zoom on graphed data 
■ Implement/Format updated graphing interface’s scaling/zoom 

capabilities 
■ Test and evaluate over large sets of data 

● “Text events” at certain data points (Graph View) 
○ Saving text events 

■ Determine the best strategy for storing text events 
■ Implement and test 

○ Displaying text events 
■ Determine how text events should be displayed (always present or 

expandable by clicking on the marked point) 
■ Determine whether text events should be prese0nt in saved output  

● Provide .csv exporting (Output View) 
○ Find an interface/package to export recorded data 

■ Evaluate/Decide on appropriate interface 
■ Implement and test on simple sets of data 



○ Design/Plan formatting of exported data 
■ Decide on basic layout (row/column etc) 
■ Decide whether text events/other indicators will be present in output 

(and how to represent them) 
■ Implement in conjunction with the updated graphing interface 

Preliminary Content Design Plan 

A graph interface with the ability to manipulate data. Bulk of the screen will be the graph 
that shows time series data. Ability to manipulate graph and data. Options for scalable 
zoom-in and out, pan through data, view events of interest, and export the data. Buttons 
will be on one side of the screen in a panel or sidebar. Clearly labeled buttons to control 
the recording of data: play, pause, stop. The interface needs to be easily understood 
and usable- intuitive.  

Database Schema: 

Not applicable 


